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PRAIRIE VIEW
A & M UNIVERSITY

Chronicle Hosts
Band Pizza Party

.. · by Yvette N. Madison musicians, maJorettes, flag corp,
The exc1tmg Labor Day weekend musical guest performers, half-tim
could not have started off the season announcers and Mayor Ron Leverett
bet~r f?r the Pr~irie View A&M And from the looks of that speci~
U:n_1vemty Marching Band, as they guest list, the marching band has the
d!l~ge~tly rehearsed and put the right combination of savory
fimshmg touches on one of a series ingredients.
of show-stopping _perfo~ances.
The gala affair head-lined the
And as an added special surpnse, on Prairie View Marching Band's annual
Saturday, .
August
30th, fund raiser, which is givin in an
repres~ntauves from the Houston attempt to raise necessary funds and
C~romcle hosted an Italian Style to help reduce expensive travel costs
:,tzza P~ fo~ the me~h:rs of ~e to out-of-state football games. An
'-'-'--'.l'.-"-'-'=~=-llol!..-~!...., which even the Mayra of Prairie View, M
.G
Ron Leverett put his personal seal
Edwards and Mr. Larry Jones, as approval on the project by statin
well as the "Rhythmic Mix"
see (PIZZA PARTY) pg. 9

Enrichment Program
Successful

i
Members of the Pl/ Marching Band celebrate at Italian PIZZJI Party.

Dorm Life At Prairie View

technicians
and health care
The Counseling and Career
administrators.
CLASS was
Development office under the
designed to stimulate interest in
direction of Ms. Brenda Lorick, has
do provide beds, desks, and lights. for athletes or for honor students.
by Tatia Epting
offered workshops during the 1986, social service careers.
Two specific workshops were Many entering freshmen don't know In some cases, your room will come Men and women will have separate
Summer 1 and Summer 11 sessions.
given to these students. They were what college life is all about but the with a bathroom. If there is no bath dorms, or in the case of coed dorms,
The Pre-College Enrichment
"Values Clarification" and "A Reone thing that most look forward to, in your room, there will be one separate rooms. Some campuses
Program was composed of several
emphasis on Study Skills".
A along with the educational down the hall shared with others on have housing for married students.
components.
The CCD offered
workshop on "Eliminating SelfYou will also be The cost of dorms vary. Not every
workshops to four of these Defeathing Behaviors" was given on experience, is the experience of your floor.
responsible for supplying your own dorm will cost the same amount per
programs which are sponsored by the
July 8, 1986, in the Administration living on campus.
semester. NOTE: the donn that
They see movies such as "Porky's" sheets and blankets.
Office of School Relations.
Building Auditorium.
Twenty
costs
the most may not be the
Secondly,
the
rooms
may
not
be
The
CCD
office offered
which shows the many sides of
people attended the workshop.
nicest
clean
enough
for
you
to
move
right
college
life
from
the
wild
to
the
workshops to the TECS ( Teacher
Faculty, staff and Prairie View
passionate side. They also hear in. You will need to do some Dorm life involves roommates,
Education
Career
Seminar),
A&M University students were in
stories from their brothers and cleaning before you can settle in. which in many cases, are people
sponsored by the College of
attendance. Peer counselors from the
Another fact about dorms is that you don't know who come from
Education, SCOPE (Science Careers
Pre-Enrichment Prwram were sisters.
But, as the old saying goes, all that there will be several different dorm different backgrounds. A roommate
Opportunity
Enhancement)
See (DORM LIFE) pg .10
sponsored by the College of Nursing oriented by the CCD ottlce. The glitters is not gold. There are many groupings. Some dorms are set up
and the Department of Biology and orientation focused on Student drawbacks to college and dorm life.
CLASS (College Laboratory for Leandership which included campus It is not all parties and sex.
Social Service Careers) sponsored life knowledge that should be shared A dormitory is a building that
by the Department of Sociology and with in-coming students.
houses students in college. The
This year there were 2,404 doubt as to the status of your
Dr. Bernita Patterson, Associate conditions of a dorm vary depending
Social Work.
registrations
cancelled in Waller registration, contact the Elections
Director
of
Counseling,
Ms.
Linda
The TECS program is designed to
on the college or university. It has
County.
Unless
these people whose Administration office located in the
Woodson,
Counselor
and
Mr.
on the average, four floors. The
acquaint high school juniors and
registrations
have
been cancelled Waller County Courthouse at 836
Larthia
Dunham,
a
new
staff
rooms are designed to house up to
seniors with the knowledge and
contact the Elections Administration Austin St., Room 326, Hempstead,
counselor
conducted
all
of
the
above
skills needed for success in the
three students.
office before October S, 1986, and re- TX. Waller, Hempstead and Prairie
teaching profession. The SCOPE sessions. The CCD staff is looking When preparing to stay in a dorm
forward
to
serving
the
University
room, there are some things you register, they will not be able to View are residents can call the office
program is for students interested in
family
this
school
year.
Look
for
need to consider. First, the rooms vote in the November 4, 1986, at 826-3357 and Brookshire,
careers as physicians, dentists,
s.a (VOTER) pg .10
future
workshop
annou~se!llents
in
do not come fully fllt}'lished. They General Election: If you h~ve any
vetemarians, professional nurses,
the
Panther.
·
·
medical research scientists, lab

Voter Certificates Returned

1
There are certain factors that
separate ordinary students from
successful students. These factors
include the will and desire to
succeed,
involvement
in
organizations and activities, and a
dedication to work and study.
Linda Carmen, a graduate student,
has applied all of these factors
toward her quest for success.
Carmenreceivedherundergraduate
degree at Stephen F. Austin
University and is now working on a
graduate degree in Physical
Education.
Carmen, an Army ROTC cadet,
recently became the second female
ever to be appointed Cadet Battallion

Commander of the PYAMU's
Panther Battallion. She stated, "My
objective this semester is to enhance
the cohesion, espirit de corps and to
upgrade the training within the
Panther Battallion".
Cadet Carmen also holds the
position of Executive Officer of the
Scabbard & Blade ROTC Honor
Society.
Along with her
involvement in Army ROTC,
Carmen is also a member of Delta
Sigma Theta National Sorority and
an assistant coach of PV's volleyball

\

There is a road.
Many cancer patients need
tranSpOttation to and from
treatments. That's why the
Americ:m Cmcer Society is
asking for volunteers who can
give a few hours of their time
each lllOllth to drive them. A

cancer patient's road to recovery
can be a long and difficult one,
but it's made that much easier
when there's a friend who can
help along the way.

team.

Upon graduation, Carmen plans to
make a career out of the Army in the
Medical Service Corp.

HELPWANTED

COLLEGE REP WAN'l'Eb to distribute
"Student Rate" subscription cards on campus.
Good income, NO selling involved. For
infonnation and application write to:
CAMPUS SERVICE,
1745 W. Glendale Ave.
Phoenix, Az. 85021

, THE PANTHER
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LEl'IERPOLICY
Letters to the editor should be 300 words or less. The
staff reserves the right to decide which letters will be
published, and has the right to edit any letters for style and
length. Every effort will be made to preserve the content of
the letters submitted. Each letter must be typed or legibly
hand written, and must include the name, address and phone
number of the writer. All letters submitted become the
property of the Panther.
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AMERICAN CANCER SOCIElY"

•

This space contributed as a public service.

Even if you are on the right
track, you will get run over
if you just sit there.
Will Rogers

When you have plenty of
peacocks, you've got a
"muster".

Every day, more than
107,000,000 Americans-seven out of 10 adults-read a daily newspaper.

Today's tube and tubeless
pneumatic truck tires
should be serviced only by
a professional mechanic.

:;,----··,\ ST. GEORGE'S UNIVERSITY
/ J SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
• •• ...-•

857-2132.
We request that the material be typed, double spaced, with
the name and telephone number of a contact person. We
reserve the right to editorial discretion concerning publication
of submitted items and photographs.
The Panther serves the University community and the
surrounding area. It also serves as a laboratory for
Communications majors and gives them hands-on training in
their chosen career.

by Tami Miller
The Housing Department has
made many revisions this fall.
Housing has expanded into two
areas, Residential Life and the
Auxiliary Department
A re-arrangement of residential
halls was one of the changes made.
Banlcs and Fuller Halls are now
freshman resident halls, Holley and
Drew will house all upper-classmen.
Alexander and Buchanan are for
atheletes and ROTC cadets, SuarezCollins and L.O. Evans will house
Banneker and Honor students.
The main objective of Residential
Life is to make life in the resident
halls not just a place to live, but
more of a learning experience.
To make sure all residential halls
are in excellent condition, all
housing department employees were
asked to attend a Residential Life
Workshop. During those two days
in which the workshop was held all
resident advisors, supervisors, and
area coordinators were infonned of
their duties and expectations. The
workshop also had speakers from
different departments such as:
Maintenance, Security, Laundry
ARA (food service), and Auxiliary.
These department representatives
gave out information and infornm
of any new changes made in their
departments.
Lawanda Norris, resident advisor
says, " This workshop really helped
me, it was very informative. I think
I can speak for the employees that
attended, the workshop was an added
plus."

!

EDITORIAL P()LICY
The Panther is a non-profit, self supporting publication.
All editorials published are discussed and written by the
editorial staff. Commentaries are accepted but are subject to
editing.
The Panther will accept news submissions from campus
organizations and individuals at the office or by telephone at

Housing
Department
Revised

GR[\~I)~ \\ E\T I.\ OIES

St Georges Un,vers,ty School of Med1cme. w!lh more than 1050 graduates hcensed
m 33 states. otters a rogorous. none-semester program leading to the degree of
Doctor of Med,c,ne
In January 1985. The Journal of the American Medical Association published a report which ranked St Georges number one of all ma1or fore,gn medical
schools ,n the 1nit1al pass rate on the ECFMG Exam
70 med1ca1 schools m the United States have accepted over 630 St Georges
students with advanced standing
N
SJt Georges has received probationary approval 10 conduct chnical clerkships ,n
ew ersey sub1ec1 to regulat10ns of the Stale Board of Examiners
A Loan Program lor Entering Students has been instituted for a limited number
oI qua1,1,ed applicants
For ,ntormat,on. ptease contact the Oft,ce ol Adm,ss,ons
St George's Uni versity School of Medicine
'• The Forel!jn Medical School Services Corporation
One East Main Street Bay Shore NY 11706 Dept c 2
(516) 665-8500
'
' . .
'
· .

Noble Partners: The Role
Of Animals In Nobel Prizes
Animals have been essential to the discoveries that
have resulted in the awarding
of 44 Nobel prizes in physiology or medicine. The species
involved have ranged from
mosquit oes in malaria research and cattle for tuberculosis to frogs in muscle,
brain neuron and blood vessel
studies.

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T h e P a n t h er, Thursday, September 18, 1986, Page3

QUESTION #l.

WHAT IS THE RIGHT CHOICE
FOR MOST COLLEGE STUDENTS?
a) AT&T-for everyday discounts of 40% to over
50% off weekday rates on out-of-state calls.
b) Short bursts of intense study followed by
hours of frantic partying.
c) AT&T-for exceptional value and high quality
•
service.

Though the researchers
achieve recognition, their collaborators in the laboratorythe animals who made the
findings possible - often do
not.
Here is a closer look at the
role played by creatures great
and small in Nobel prize-winning research.
• Chick embryos, cattle
twins and mice helped confirm the theory that a body

d) AT&T-for collect, third-party and operatorassisted long distance calls.
e) Any class that does not conflict with "The love
Connection~'

might be taught to accept tis-

sue from different donors if
inoculated with different
types of tissue while a fetus
or a young child. This information, the focus of 1960
Nobel awards to two scientists, may help simplify organ
transplants in the future.
• Chickens were used to
prove that viruses are capable
of causing cancer. For many
years, the idea challenged
widely-held assumptions about
viruses and cancer. The
study, which shared a Nobel
award in 1966, provided
knowledge being used in
today's fight with cancer.
• Examination of dogs
helped unlock the mysteries
of part of the cholesterol-producing process. This work,
recognized in a 1985 Nobel
award, is adding to our understanding of coronary heart
disease and arteriosclerosis.

If you picked A, C and D, you're destined for great things.
Like AT&T Long Distance Service. AT&T offers so many terrific
values. Like a 40% to over 50% discount off our day rate on night,
evening, and weekend out-of-state calls.
Imagine what you'll do with the money you could save.
Imagine what your parents would do if they found out.
Of course, you can count on AT&T for clear long distanc~
connections any place you call. And AT&r gives you
immediate credit for wrong numbers.
To find out more about why you
should choose AT&I: give us a call.
And if you picked B and E, call anyway. You could probably use someone
to talk to.
Call to 11-free today, at
11800 222-0300.
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AT&T

-

The right choice.

~~

an Juices e over rom a
roast can be frozen in ice
cube trays. Wrap cubes in
foil and store. You'll have
instant beef stock on tap
whenever needed.

© t986AT&T
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rose;
Blacks'
powerlessness to tell you rumors such as, "Blacks major ideal that contributed to the
deer~~~;
and
white
hostility
~gan went to the White House banquets new deal of Blacks.
(
) to dinumsh. All of these atlltudes and slept in White House beds." But
_
All in all, I believe that this is a
- - - - - - - - - - - '. combined together gave support to the grungiest one of them all was very educational book on the civil
by Lawanda Noms the Civil Rights hope. This book the one that reported Eleanor had a
~ New Deal For Blacks • Book also includes discussions on the "Black Lover".
rev~ew.
courts, the growth of the NAACP,
I also find that when reading "A
,:::
•
•
urrunaryth
and
the
Antilynching
crusade.
New
Deal
for
Blacks"
that
its
theme
Af
ter
e
Emancipation
Analysis(which is a new deal for blacks)
l
Proc amation,
unconstitutional
"A New Deal For Blacks" is a could pertain to a lot of things. I The National Consortium for
racism was still taking place toward
.
book . hi h th 11'ound this somewhat frustrating Grad_uate_ Degrees for Minorities in
blacks. Events and laws such as very we11 -wntten .
mw c
e
E
I
(GEM) ·
d th 11. C
author uses quotations, numbers, and when trying to figure out "what is ngm~enng,
_nc..
is
1 h.
1
ync ~s an . e d .m th
~ws comparisons to make his points. I the new deal for blacks?" For acceptm~ apphcallons .for ~ts
were mg practice m e o as fi d th'
h I ful .
d' th' example, the National Assoociation fellowship program which will
well
as
in
the
South.
These
bill
k bec1svery ~tpall m rea mtog is 1,'or the Advancement of Colored provide _one hun_dre_d_ twenty fiv_e
ti ·ti th t th
hite
fi d oo
ause I
ows me
see
ac VJ ~s. a e w . man oun what he is talkin about
People was organized in 1910. The fell~ws~ps to nunomty students Ill
;"telrtammafig were alll_owmg ~thlacksthet~ When
~bowing
the NAACP could easily by pinpointed engm~g for 1987.
.
1
cc uns e to ive wi
If reader the discrimination against as a new deal for blacks. It declared
Designed for members of ethn~c
1911
freedo~ In
• the townspeople Black school children by the its purposes "to promote equality of gr~ps ~at are under-re~resente~ m
of Livermore,. Kentucky, . ~ere government,
Sitkoff uses
a rights and wipe out race . ~gmeermg, lhe programs go~ is_to
~owed to buy tle~ets to iw:ucipate comparison. He reports, "In 1910 prejudices...to advance the interests mcrease the i:>:°°1 of , mmonty
m a, N~ro lynching. Dunng. tbe the government spent an average of of colored people; to secure for them students w~o rece~ve ~ter s degrees
192 1
0s } ~as common to see ~igns $9.45 per white school student, and impartial suffrage, and to increase annu3:11y m engmeenng. Persons
~uch as hit the coon and get a cigar" $2.90 per negro pupil. Six years their opportunities for securing apply~g for ~e program mus_t be
tn ~u.sement P~· Even at ~e later the average was $10.32 per justice in the courts, education for Ame!'1can i ndi~, Black Amen~an,
dedicallon of the Lmcoln Memonal, white student, but only $289 per their children; employment according Mexican Am~':'1"• or Puerto Ri~an
Blacks were roped off in t!1eir own negro pupil"
to their ability, and complete and must be ct~ns of the _Dn~ted
groups away from the_whites. No The author does an excellent job equality before the law."
States: . At the tune ?f app~cat!On,
matter ~ow bad racJSm_ became, of portraying Eleanor Roosevelt as a
The Roosevelt administration the mtrumum ll£:aderruc req~ment
negros sblJ had to endure 1t ~cause fighter for civil rights.
He could also be observed as a new deal ~or. the student 1s enrollment m ~e
they ~ere powerless, and whites had emphasizes that Mrs. Roosevelt for blacks.
It was under this Juruor year of ~derg~aduat_e s~u~y m
no desire
to
change
boosted
th
Civil
Ri
hts
t
.
·
e
g movemen administration that the negro was one of the engmeenng disciplines.
D~g .
the
Roosev~lt in three ways: by playing the role of appointed to administrative posts. Those presently in their senior year
adrninistratlon changes w~ ~ tn an unofficial spokesperson for the Men such as Will Alexander, Harry
:::
the Federal government policies that negro; by influencing the views of Hopkins, Harold Ickes, and Aubrey
: : : : • ~. ·' ~.: • · · · '· : ·' · ·:
gave Blacks a new hope, such as her husband and others; and by Williams helped to make a Black
doin~ away with .lynchings and ~e associating herself with Negro Cabinet It was also during this
·' · - ~ · · · · · · ' · ·' ' · '
def~ng of _the Jun Crow ~aws m organizations, leaders, and issues.
administration that desegregated
by Cedric Smith/
public mectmg places. During F D
Sit.coff also does a very good job federal restrooms cafeterias and
Leslie Mennis
~•s ~ttation R\acla became in showing the reader the ieactions secretarial pools ~peared.
'
HAVE YOU HEARD? The
mvolvr:d_ m the govemmen_t ~d experienced by hostile whites in
The new cfea for Blacks was not Economics & Finance Club met on
labor wuons and fou~ht for 1ustl';e Eleanor's fight foe civil rights. He dear to me unless the author was Tuesday, September 9th to make
befcre _the courts. ~ 1th all of.this quoted such things as, "Nigger Lover trying to show that there were a plans for another exciting and funhappenmg, Blacks expectaooos Eleanor", and he also digs in the dirt number of things instead of one filled year. The next meeting will
be held on Tuesday, September 23rd
in Hobart Taylor in Room 2B216 at
5:00 p.m. We invite all Economic
& Finance majors to attend
198 87
~ school year
President - Michael Johnson
Vice-President - Monica Guyton
Secretary • Charmaine Brown
Treasurer · Jackie McCalla
Parliamentarian • Lawrence Emerson

_ BOOK REVIEW

rights movement during the 1930's.
I also feel that the author, Sitkoff,
should be congratulated on a job
well done.

a'PPOrtUn,·tJ·es T.o
curther
I • ri
C

i;;;ng1neer1ng areef

r';;

or recently graduated are also
encouraged to apply.
As a GEM Fellow, each
participant must work as an intern
for a member employer and must
complete the academic work for the
master's degress at one of the
member universities. In all, there
are 50 member employers and 50
member universities.
GEM Fellows receive a stipend of
$5,000 per graduate academic year
and a salary for summer internship
as well as free tuition. The total
value of the award is anywhere
between $20,CXX> and $30,000.
Applications must be receive by
December I, 1986, Awards will be
announced February 1, 1987. For
information on the program, as well
as application materials, may be
obtained from: GEM, P. 0. Box
537, Notre Dame, IN 46556.

General Motors Hosts Minority College
Look At Auto Industry, PV Attends.
Representatives
from
12
prestigious
minority
colleges
received an in-depth look at Flint and
the automotive industry during the
inaugural General Motors Flint-Area
Minority Institutions Conference
held August 11-14.
"Our primary goal was to
familiarize
administrators
and
educators with various GM Flintarea products and manufacturing and
assembly technologies," said Calvin
L. Wright, conference chairman, GM
Truck & Bus GrouplFlint Metal
Fabricating. "We also hope they
gained an awareness of the career
opportunities available in the Flint
area for their graduates."
The participating institutions
included:
Atlanta University,
Atlanta, Georgia; Florida A&M,
Tallahassee,
Florida;
Howard
University, Washington, D.C>;
North Carolina A&T, Greensboro,
North Carolina; Prairie View A&M,

Prairie View, Texas; Southern
University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana;
Tuskegee University, Tuskegee,
Alabama; Morgan State, Baltimore,
Maryland; Hampton Insitutue,
Hamptopn, Virginia; Texas A&I,
Kingsville, Texas; Norfolk State,
Norfolk, Virginia; and Tennessee
State, Nashville, Tennessee.
The four day conference began
with a kick-off reception and dinner
at the Hyatt Regency-Flint
Program participants included Flint
Mayor James A. Sharp; Lisa A.
Buterakos, public relations director,
Flint Area Convention and Visitors
Bureau; William F. Kornegay,
personnel
director,
C-P-C
GroupVFlint
Engine
Operations; and Milton E. Fletcher,
supervisor of technical staffs
recruiting, GM personnel Placement
Following the kickoff activities,
the college officials toured eight
local GM facilities gaining a close

:e~o~mi~i:f &l::

llf.:.:::~~~!News!

NOTHING IMPRL5SES
AN EMPLOYER LIKE
DROPPING
OUT OF SCHOOL.
After several years of intense study, a lot of college graduates finally learn
sanething. They're not qualified for the job they want
Fact is, many graduates never find a career in their field of study. All their
time spent in study. Not enough time in the field.
That's why there's a nationwide program for college students called Co~tiv~ Ed~~ It allo:,vs students to ~te~te studies at the college of
their choice with paid, practical work expenence mthe career of their choice.
To participate in Co-op Education you don't have to fit into any particular
socio-economic group. You don't have to be a straight "A" student eithec
All you really need to be, is smart enough to leave school.

CO•OD Education
You earn a future when you earn a degree.

~~!~~~e

look at such advanced techniques as
electronic welding, laser cutting
operations, robotics, computer-aided
design
and
electronic
instrumentation. The guided tours
were highlighted by presentations
from over 40 co-op, summer intern
and college, gradutate in training,
employes
representing the 12
participating colleges.
"The students are currently
employed in such disciplines as
accounting, industrial technology
and electrical and manufacturing
engineering," Wright noted. "We
wanted the college officials to see
how their students have benefitted
from practical experience in the
workplace."
The conference concluded with a
dinner meeting among college
administrators
and
GM
representatives at the University
Cub in Flint and a breakfast wrapup meeting at the Hyatt Regency.
The conference was sponsored by
GM's Flint area facilities and was
coordinated by the co-op and college
recruiting departments at these
operations.

Dr. nine Gordon (I), director, Offtce of Cooperative Education, Prairie
View A&M, was among 24 college officials attending the Inaugural
General Motors Mnorlty Institutions Confwence held August 11-14 In
Rlnt, Michigan.

-------

H elp thy neighbor. It's
more than just a saying for
many corporat ions that help
support service organi7.ation
projects to improve life for all
NOW: The U.S. today
needs a balanced budget
to benefit everyone from
small businesses to large
famili".

IfIfARCH PIPf11
16,278 to choose from-all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or

coo

•Ni■ 800-351-0222

- ---·· In Calif. 121314TT-8226
Or, rush s2.00 to: R...arch A......_

t 1322 klaho Ave. 1206-SN. Los Angeles. CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels

Stanley S. Scott, VP and Dir., Corp. Affairs, right, presents a check for $200,000 to John E. Jacob, Pres. of the
National Urban League. The check is th~ !irst insta!lment
of Philip Morris' commitment of $1 m1lhon. Looking on
are George R. Lewis, VP and Treas. of the company and
Margaret Young, a company board member.

[X]@l1.0©~W 00000

®~~©□ ~[lJ

Prairie View Panthers
vs
Grambling State Tigers
Holiday Inn, Downtown Dallas, is offering a special durin_g the
Prairie View, Grambling football game. For your convenience,
the hotel is allowing 20 rooms at a low rate of $40.00 per room,
for only that Saturday, Oct. 4, 1986; _co~pared_ to $70.00
per room.The Downtown Dallas' loca11on IS 5 minute~ away
from the Cotton Bowl and the State Fair or Texas, wh1c~ also
will be going on. So go ahead and make those res~rv.ations
before the deadline, Sep. 13, 1986, because this IS
"The Year Of The Panther".

All money must be paid by Sep. 13, 1986.

Contact Ronnie Smith at 857-5143 for
reservations and more information.

ofus.
More than forty years ago,
one corporation began to support the work of an organization that uses t he tools and
met hods of social work,
economics, law, business management and other disciplines
to secure equal opportunities
in all sectors of our society for
those who need them.
In continuation of that relationship, Philip Morris
Companies Inc.presented the
first installment of a one
million dollar grant to the National Urban League, at the
League's annual national
conference in San Francisco.
The million dollar grant
was given to the ~ague's new
permanent development
fund, which seeks to establish
a stable source of funding for
the League's emphasis areas.
· The goal for the fund is $50
million.
The connection between
the two organizations dates
from World War II, when a
company executive served in

the Navy with league executive secretary Lester Granger.
Since that time, many top
Philip Morris executives have
been associated with the National Urban League.

Come In and
CASH in on
these
bargains
onbrand
names

such as:

OPI'IMUM

MISSMARION
MURRY'S POMADE
LIV HAIRDRESSING CREAM
BY SUMMIT
In addition, get FREE cosmetic
advice!

call Janice at 851-5102

JEO'S BEAUTY SUPPLY
UNCO II SHOPPING CENTER, PRMIE ~

f

•

•

•
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PV Traffic and Parking Regulations
The Prairie
View
A&M STICKERS MUST BE FIRMLY
University Campus has parking ATTACHED TO TI-IE LOWER
space available to permit a limited RIGHT
INSIDE
OF TIIE
number of students to bring motor WINDSHIELD AND PLAINLY
vehicles to the campus. These VISIBLE FROM TIIE OUTSIDE,
vehicles must not be taken from 1HE
IDENTIFICATION
their assigned parking areas for the STICKERS
ARE
NOT
purpose of attending classes or TRANSFERABLE,
STICKERS
making other campus stops. The MUST BE REMOVED WHEN
University
assumes
no ]HE OWNERSHlP OF TIIE
responsibility for the protection of VEHICLE CHANGES AND AT
vehicles and the propeny left within · TIIB STICKER EXPIRATION
vehicles. The University reserves PAIE..
the right to remove or impound any
(C) Pedestrians will be given the
verucle operated or parted in right-of-way at all times. However,
violation of University Regulations. pedestrians are strongly urged to use
GENERAL REGULATIONS
the pedestrian walh.
(A.) The University makes every
(D) The maximum speed limit on
effort to provide protection to campus streets in 20 MPH, unlesss
vehicles parked on campus, but otherwise posted. The parking lot
cannot assume responsibilit for any speed is 10 MPH.
J~ er theft
(E) The campus is interpreted to
(B.) CAMPUS REGISTRATION include all property at Prairie view,

$50,000 Scholarships.
Because Smart Isn't
Always Rich.
\f 'YW - ~ ~ ~ i t takes tow> to (O\\ey;e ~ the
casb, here's good news.

A Navy four-year NROTC scholarsbip can provide over
$50,000 for your college education. The Naval Reserve

Officer Training Co~ scholarship pays for tuition, fees
and l:xds, at Prairie View A&M, and at over 60 other
colleges and universities acnm the nation, and provides
a tax-free allowance of$100 a month for up to 40 months.

1
!--

~ graduatioo, you'll become a COltllJlmioned ofTICel'
m the U. S. Navy and receive advanced training in
~~ nuclear engineering or other specialties. You'U
immediately put your degree to work in a respomible,

decision-making position.

To see if you can qualify for an ROTC scholarship call
your Navy representative.
'

Contact Lieutenant Janice Brown,
(713) 226-2679 or (409) 857-2301/2311

Texas, that is under the Jurisdiction
of Prairie View A&M University.
This includes all parts of Farm
Market Road 1098 which passes
through the University Property (See
Senate Bill 162).
(F) The above regulations apply
to all university faculty, staff, and
students as well as others who have
registered vehicles on campus.
(G) The Chief of Campus Police
has discretionary power to enforce a
policy of traffic control not
specifically covered by regulations.
RESOLYING 1RAFFIC
CITATIONS
The following penalties and
regulations apply all reinstatement
notices that are to be paid at the
Police Department Upon receipt of
a reinstatement violations (ticket)
notice the recipient must within 10
days comply with one of the
procedure below:
1. Report to the Police
Department where the applicable fee
for a moving or non-moving
violation will be accepted for a
reinstatement of driving privileges
($5.00 penalty added after 10 days) a
receipt will be given.
2. If the driver believes the notice
is unwarranted. he may report to the
University Police Office where an
appeal may be f"lled and his/her
appearance before the traffic appeal
panel is scheduled. The appeal must
be made within IO days from date of
the notice.
AUTIIORIZED STIJDENT
PARKING AREAS
l. Hobart Taylor (East) - Commuter
Parking Only.
2. President's Guest Roust (eastside
of Lot) - Commuter
Park:ing/Facuity/Staff.
3. Home Economics (North) Commuter Parking.
4. Teacher Center (North) Commuter Parking.
5. Fuller Lot - Resident/Commuter.
6. Drew Lots - Resident/Commuter.
7. Holley Lot - Resident
8.. Alexander/Buchanan - Resident.
9. L.O. Evans - Resident
AUTIIORIZED FACULTY/STAFF
AREAS
1. (lot 1) - Hobart Taylor (West).
l. (lot 2) - Harrington Science
(south).
3. (lot 3) - Hamington Science

4. (lot 4) - Administration Building
(south).
5. (lot 5) - Memorial Student Center
(in back).
6. (lot 6) - Memorial Student Center
(north).
7. (lot 7) - General Classroom
Building
8. (lot 8) - Health Center (west).
9. (lot 9) - Health Center (north)
10.(lot 10) - New Engineering
Technology Bldg.
(Will be completed Oct 1, 1986.)
11. (lot 11) - Alumni North
12. (lot 12) - Hillard lot
UNIVERSITY SAFETY AND
POLICE DEPARTMENT
University Police Officers are duly
commissioned and certified Texas
Peace Officers, upon request of an
officer of the department, any person
on the campus is required to produce
proper identification.
All thefts, accidents or other
offenses that occur on campus
should be reported to the University
Safety and Police.., Department
immediately.
In most cases,
accident reports should be made prior
to moving the involved vehicles;
however, when the vehicles involved
are blocking traffic and no serious
injuries or death involved and the
vehicles are movable, they should be
moved to clear the traffic lanes. One
vehicle accident and inoperable
vehicles should be reported also.
Keys and valuables should not be
left in a vehicle.
Always keep your vehicle locked.
The~ Traffic and Parking
ReguJanons are subject to revision.

Give Blood
Not
Excuses

The Blood Center
1400 La Concha
HOU9ton
790-1200

?

GET HELP IN A HORRY ! ! !

CALL

Bragg Liquor
Store & Record
Shop

MANUEL'S AUTO REPAIR

We Offer To All Prairie View Students:

Liquor Records
Beer
Tapes
Wine
Casettes

Hwy 290 Hempstead 826-3224

Jneffieiency! Inefficiency! These
are the words that describe this year's
registration. The whole process was
filled with confusion.
Not only
were the lines outrageously long,
but the end result of waiting, for
most, was equally as ridiculous.
Registration cannot be completed
until housing is put into the
computer. For many students, this
station was a dead end. The reason
being, the computer was showing an
unpaid bill.
This meant you
proceeded to a long line, in which
most students waited at least six and
one-half hours, only to find out they
had no bill. I was told by one of the
computer operators that this has
been happening all day.
My
question is, why??!! No one had any
explanation as to why we had to go
through such difficulty, only to be
told "you're clear." The mere fact
that you knew
you
had
no bill did not erase the fact that you
had to stand in line and be told this
by the computer operator.
Financial aid was another station
where undue frustration and
confusion took place. For those
who were ~ortunate enough to
complete thetr class assessments,
the~ was th_e ~blem of not havin_g
thetr financial aid processed. llus
meant if these people did not come
~P with a way to pay the first
mstallment by 5:00 p.m., they were
erased from the computer and had to
start from square one the next day.
The last, but certainly not the
least of our problems, were the
unpleasant attitudes of ~ of the
persons who were there to ~ us.
These people act as though they are
doing us a grave sacrifice when they
process our fees or do anything, for
that matter. Correct me if I'm
wrong, but the whole purpose of
having them here, is to assist us, the
students. Therefore, without us,
they would probably not have
employment
Registration - the test of your
endurance. If you can complete it,
while at the same time keeping your
sanity, there's nothing you can't
handle...

CAR PROBLEMS
DON IT WORRY !

(north).

5% Discount Joe PY Students
with proper 1,0,

}~Pointers

• 15 % discount tor repairs done to all American Vehicles
• the lowest prices on any tow job inside Waller County
We
FM

are

located

1098 loop.

at

Wyatt

Chapel

Road

near

Our phone number is 857-3526

Remember. ALL IS WELL ATMANUEL'S

-__, For Parents

Here's information from
the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children on
what to do if your child indicates he may have been sexually abused:

• Take the child to a private, quiet placE! where he can
relate the story.
• It's normal for a child to
fear telling you what has happened. Make it clear that telling you was the right thing to
do and you'll protect him from
further harm.
• Show physical affection
and express your love and
confidence in your child with
words and gestures.
• If you think your child
may have been physically injured, have him see a doctor.
• Alert child protection
agencies and other appropriate social service organizations. Law enforcement agencies must be notified.
• Consider counseling to
help the child deal with any
emotional consequences.
The National Center for
Missing and Exploited Children sponsors a nationwide
"Campaign to Protect Our
Children" to focus public
awareness on child safety.
For free information call:
1-800-843-5678.
Safe at home? Fact is, five
million American homes were
burglarized in 1985. Residential robberies have jumped 19
percent in the last five years.

***
An estimated one million
homeowners installed some
sort of burglar-alarm system
in 1985, and the number is
rising. Thanks to advancements in technology, it's possible to install a sophisticated
home protection system yourself, at a fraction of the cost
of professional systems. One
of the best systems around,
many safety experts agree, is
the Keepsaker Security System
from Schlage Lock, a company
with a 60 year reputation for
quality home security protection.

***

IN1RODUCIIG COllEGIATE RlGll1IANI. RlOM
C01111111111L AND NEW 10llllll.

If}OU're a full-time sttdent at an occredited college a Wliversity }Qll can join our Oxlegiate FlightBank.... You'll receive
a membership card and nwnoer that will allow }OU to get
100/4 c.i U>ntinenral and New Ycxk Air~ alrea:ly lo.v rares. In
oclditio~, }OU'll g~t a ?ne-tirne certificate £OQd fcx $25 ~ any
·dornesnc roummp flight. Plus, }OU'll be able to earn. mps to
places like Acrida, Denver, Los Angeles, even Lcn:hn and
~ South Pacific. Because every time }OU fly }00'11 earn. mileage towanl.s a free trip. Aro if )00 sign up rvJW }OU'll also
receive 3free is.5ues ofBU5ines5~ Queers magazine.

Or tre graro ime. fcx tl--enumber cr-estu:lent refemn
champm in u-e nation: a Pasd-e at-dcre ~ c:i un\imi.ted
coach air iiiniel.
And~~ )OU get t~ be the refenal champion!Just sign
~ as many friends as pussible, and make sure )OUT membership n ~ is oo rhe~cm. ~ Cider robe eligible frr
anyand~ ~nalaro }OU1' fly
must sign up ~ 12/31186
eacn lt:lt: mtS 3 segments oo Continenra1 or New
Ycxk Air hebe ?/15/frl. Aaj p.i'll not~ get mrlit (a- the
enrollment, )00 ll also get 500 ~U5 miles.
.
So rut the c:oupn, an.1 send 1t m row. Be sure to _u;iclu:le
}001" current full rune stt.rlent ID number. That~ 1t 11 ooly
ca;t )W $10 fee ore year ($15 after U/31/86) and $40 fix foor
years ($6) after 12/31/86). Your rrrmbership kit, incltrling
referral foons, will arrive in 3 to 4 weeks. If)00 have a credit

card, }00 can call U5 at 1-800-255-4321 aoo enroll even fa&er.
Na.v rnae than ever it pays to Stir-/ in school.
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Clarendon, Jamaica held the 18:39
ninth place, which completed the
Panthers' top ten spots.
Other
Panthers participating included
junior Glen Webb of Dallas,
freshman Rodrique Tyner of Dallas,
Prince Levy of Clarendon, Jamaica,
junior Chris Robertson from
Leesville, La., Houston's Don Gray,
freshman Patrick Watkins, Karenton
Facey of St Thomas, senior Lance
Green and sophomore Michael
Randy.
Coaches, Barbara Jacket and
Hoover Wright stated that the teams
need a lot of work and Coach Wright
added that the dual meeting was
somewhat encouraging, considering
the amount of time the Panthers had
to prepare themselves.

Track Team
Needs WorkPlaces 2nd

by Gwen Johnson
On Saturday, Sept 6, Prairie
View men and women cross-country
track hosted a dual meet against the
Tigers of Jackson State. Although
rainy weather didn't provide a
smoother course, the two teams
carried out their quest for the finish
line.
.
.
.
In the ladies action, the Ttgerettes
advanced to the finish first with
Adina Valdez's winning time of
22:09.66, closely challanged by
Cowboys Corral
Pantherette Pamela Beaty in second,
with a finish of 22:27.89. The next
Panthers
four places went to J-State ruMers,
with PV's Edith Renfro, Stacy
Peters, and Wanda Clay upholding
by Angela Wilson
the seventh, eighth, and tenth
The
Prairie
View
A&M
positions.
Other py runners University's football team lost their
participating were Felicia Hollister, :~nd gsame Cthis boseaso5n7 24to the
Shana Ford, and Mary Miller. CrosscTheesPe tathete ow ysfi, • · th
.
e an rs were lfSt on e
country scores are determmed by the scoreboard early in the first quarter
lowest amount of points, which, on Samuel Johnson's 67 yard
therefore, favored the Jackson State touchdown reception.
McNeese
team b_y_ a s~ore of 19-Jackson State, responded with a touchdown of their
39-Prairie View.
own to tie the game. Prairie View
In tne men's action, J-State also later moved ahead to a 17.7 lead.
~~med the victory by a ~re of_l~McNeese took advantage of
igers, 48-Panthers. With Philhp several penalties incomplete passes
Wa\kins taking fmt with a time of and fumb\es by pv and took a '23-17

Johnson Scores Points
For -Panthers
by Scott Ferguson TSU, Johnson said, "a mental
He comes walking slowly into the breakdown occured on the team." A
locker room with sweat running number of talented players are on the
down his face. It's now 7:30 p.m. football team and they believe they'll
and practice is over for the 6 ft 180 win more football games than they
lb. Sam Johnson, who plays wide did last year. One may have to
receiver for the Prairie View A&M believe that, because of their high
University football team.
score against TSU. It has been
Johnson,
from , Glenwood, almost five years since Prairie View
California, attended South Gates had a high scoring and winning
High School that had a 7-2 record season combined.
which gave them third place in A Physical Education major here
1982. When Johnson graduated at PVAMU, Johnson hopes to teach
from high school, he entered Utah high school students when he
State where he studied for two years. graduates. The seventh of ten
He later transferred to Southwest children, Johnson also has a dream
Junior College for two years and of playing professional football
then came to Prairie View for his someday, but says his chances are
senior year with the Panther football very slim. Recruited by Coach Ron
team.
Beard, Johnson says he never heard
In the game against Texas about Prairie View, but always
Southern University, number 88 - about Grambling State University.
Johnson, ran a punt return back for With the playing skills of
42 yards, receiving 3 catches for 46 Johnson and other members of the
yards, and one touchdown; despite football team, one will hope that
his efforts, the team lost to TSU 38- when the season is over, Prairie
35. When asked what he thinks View will be mentioned - and #88,
conbibuted to their loss against Sam Johnson, also.

17:45. 75, the. Tigers we~ able to lead over the Panthers at half ti.me.

capture
The rust Panther
· the
th wm.
•
crossmg e lme was Ed Greer, . a
soph. firom Dallas, who came m
sixth with a time of 18:20.82.
Freshman Anthon Chri .
f
Y
Slla O

Indoors, you can help yourself-and at the same time
your plants and furnishings-by using a humidifier
to replace needed moisture in
the air.

Pantherettes
yega, 2~ light years away, is among the brightest stars

.!!! the mght sky.

The easiest puzzle
you '11 ever solve.
ACROSS

DOWN
2. Which 18-year-old
guys have to register?

I & 4. What 18-year-old
guys have to register
with. (2 words)
7. Initials of I and 4
across.
9. _ _ _ asallashlike Selective Service
registration.
11 . Selective Service is

3. What you broke if
you're in prison-as in
Selective Service
registration is _ __
- - - · (2words)

5. _ _ _ with

Selective Service!

___ adroit.

6. Not difficult-like

12. Youmustregister
within a month of your
_ _ _ birthday.

Selective Service
registiation.
8. Where you registerthe _ _ ottice.
10. How long registration takes- _ __
minutes.

It you're a guy about to turn 18, you need to know the answers to this
p~e. Do~'t worry, ~t's easy. Within a month of your 18th birthday, you must
register with Selective Service. Just go to the post office and fill out a card.
- - - - - - - -That's all there is to it.- - - - - - - -

Reglster with Selective Service. It's Quick. It's Easy. And it's the Law.
Piesented as a public service message by the Se!echve Service System

c auaA.laA3 c:

Surprisingly, cold winter
air contains very little moisture. When it's 30 degrees
outside, with a relative
humidity of 35 percent, that
air warmed by your heating
system to 70 degrees will reduce the relative humidity to
a parched seven percent. For
your skin, that's worse than
living in the Sahara Desert!

A sizable oak tree typically
gives off 28.000 gallons of
moisture in a season.

The second half be1onged to
McNeese as th ey ran away wt'th the
PY' s
J h
g~.
s amu~I o raon set a
stadium record with a 97 yard
touchdown run.

81\Jd OJ ISC\i 8 AS03 9 ia!S!,Oa11 c; ""'°1 af.U

11.,A FACT!
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Undefeated
by I Ron Pillot
The Lady Panthers Volleyball
team defeated Dallas Baptist
University and Bishop College
Saturday in Dallas, opening the
1986 season victoriously.
Now in their second season, the
young team war.med-up in their first
match and won three games to one
over the Dallas Baptist Indians, 159, 13-15, 15-8, 15-3. The women
then pulled out three straight wins
over the Bishop Tigers in the second
match, 15-9, 15-11, 15-12.
The Lady Panthers are a young
team, but boast a strong defense that
includes upperclassmen. Sparked by
Shawn Wright, Melanie Potts and
Cynthia Arceneaux, the Panthers
held the Dallas Baptist Indiam to
under ten points in three of the four
games played. In the second match
the strength of the offense rested i~
re~~g players Cynthia Modique.
Febsh1a Estella and Regina Turner.
who, along with their teammates
attacked the Bishop defense with
finesse and tenacity.
Head Volleyball Coach, Phil
Chapman, expects even more finesse
as the season progresses toward a
good standing in the conference
division. Time will tell.

Saving Animals For A Quarter Century
The world's largest conservation organization celebrates its silver anniversary
in 1986, marking 25 years of
helping protect endangered
plants and animals. A look at
its past can help explain its
importance for the future.
THEN: World Wildlife Fund
started out in a small one
room office in 1961 to help
support conservation projects
in the U.S. and Latin America. Projects in earlier years
included acquisition of a
major wetland area in New
Jersey; habitat protection for
the endangered Atwater
prairie chicken in Texas; the
successful reintroduction of
the Nene goose into its native
Hawaiian habitat, where it
had long been extinct; the protection of Peru's endangered
vicuna, that now numbers in
the thousands; and research
and management plans for
the endangered gray whale
along the coast of Baja,
California. Conservation efforts over the years have included Mexican marine turtles, North American migratory birds, and South American primates.
NOW: Today, the organization can be credited with assisting or creating over 135
national · parks and saving
countless endangered or
threatened species from extinction. WWF-US has allocated approximately $25
million to 900 projects in

The giant panda, an endangered species, is the
symbol of World Wildlife
Fund, the largest conservation organization in the
world.
88 countries around the
world. The variety of conservation methods used include
establishing or assisting
parks and protected areas;
supporting or conducting research on ecosystems and
wildlife; sponsoring conservation education programs; providing institutional backing
to conservation groµps abroad;
and fostering public awareness of issues relating to the
protection of endangered
wildlife and habitats.
WWF works on conservation projects in the U.S., Latin
America, Africa and Asia,
with programs in a total of 88
countries around the world.
The fund depends on its more
than 250,000 members for
support, and maintains a
staff of over 100 employees.
WWF has affiliates in 22
countries around · the world
with Britain's Prince Phillip

Piw Party for Band
From pg.1
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the international president.
Membership dues are $15 a
year which includes a subscription to the bimonthly
newsletter FOCUS. To join,
or get more information,
write: World Wildlife Fund,
1255 23rd Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20037. (WWF is
affiliated with The Conservation Foundation.)

W
A very versatile hai°i: clip
can help you head into
fashion fast.

The Active
Conrumer

This new wave clip fashionably works in all types of hair.
The Fun Clip can clasp the
thickest locks or hold the tiniest
wisps in place. Its double-sided
tooth design can nip straggling hair in the bud by gripping fine, silky strands that
slip through an ordinary clip.
The clips come in adult and
children's sizes and in "in"

Finding An Original
Hair today is getting clipped.
The modern American woman wants to look her best
without having to spend a lot
of time or trouble. For many
the answer is a fun clip.

shades of pink, blue, white,
red, black, tortoise and "crystal" as well as decorated.
There's a "hair-raising"
side to the story, however.
These Fun Clips have become
so popular, many imitators
are around. The real thing is
made of industrial grade plastic so it's guaranteed to last.
The others may not be. If
you're looking for one in a department or beauty supply
store, see that patent number
. 3998233 appears on the package and the clip. Then you'll
know you're getting the right
clip. You can learn more
about the many ways this clip
can help you dress your tresses by calling (213) 271-7790.

you need not wait for easter to party
with a bunny s body!
come dance hardy at the after game party.
EVENT :

Dance

SPONSORS:

that the fund rais.er was an "excellent
idea...giving each band member the
opportunity to participate in the
behind-the-scenes supportive efforts
of their own activities and projects".
Mayor Leverett also stated that the
"fund raiser provided for an
atmosphere of extra incentive and
togetherness among band members".
The Prairie View Marching Band's
new season travel/performance
schedule is as follows: Sept. 6, Lake
Charles, Lt · Sep . 20, Jackson
MS; Sept. 27, Baton Rouge, LA;

Oct 4, Dallas, TX; and Oct 11,
Austin, TX.
For more information on how you
can help, contact Mr. George
Edwards, Marching Band Director at
857-2029. And believe me, this is
just the tip of the iceberg for this
season's musical marching team and
With a little help from our
supporters and fans, we will be able
to maintain that perpetual musical
~pirit, known as the "Rhythmic Mix
J..Q.C..],Q".
• • •••

THE NUPES & THE NAACP

DATE:

After the Prairie View/Grambling Fo otball
Game . Oct . 4, 1986

PLACE:

THE MARRIOT HOT EL off Stemmon' s Freeway in
. Dallas, TX .

TIME:

11 : 00p . m.-Until

NOTE 1
Th e first 75 person s who ~ish to reserve a roo m for
that night , may do s o under The NAACP at a 50% discount of $45 pe r night . To make reservations, call
(214) 748 - 8551.
NOTE 2
Drinks will be served.
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EGO

, an
nt at
View A&M University,
assisted with mesh analysis In the Earth and Space Sciences Division of
Los Alamos National Laboratory.

PY student Works At Los Alamos
Audrey Turner, an undergraduate their

student at Prairie View A&M
University, spent part of her summer
break working at Los Alamos
National Laboratory in New Mexico.
She worked in the Earth and Space
Sciences Division, where she
assisted with mesh analysis as part
of the Laboratory's Historically
Black Colleges and Universities
Program.

This special program is part of a
national effort to help HBCU
students broaden their education;il
efforts, and enable them to widen

scientific and technical
knowledge in
a laboratory·
environment
Turner is a graduate of New
Boston High School.
She is
majoring in electrical engineering
and is active in Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Inc. She plans a career as
an electrical engineer.
She is the daughter of Mr. & Mrs.
Roy Barber of New Boston, Texas.
Los Alamos National Laboratory
is operated by the University of
California for the Depanment of
Energy.

DORM LIFE
From pg. 1

is a person you will be spending-a
lot of time with. In many cases,
your roommate will play a big part
in you college experience.
When it comes to your roommmate.
you will learn a lot, whether the
experience is good or bad. With
your roommate you will share
laughs
and
conversation.
Sometimes those laughs will be
needed to lift spirits when you are
homesick:.
You will have conversations about
topics you never thought you'd hear
yourself discussing. For instance,
"What happened between you and
that good-looking guy in Dr.
George's psychology class?"
Roommmates are people 1hat will
care when it seems as if nobody else
does. But as all good things have a
bad side, roommates are no
exception.
The first thing that comes to mind

1s the conflict with attitudes which
can occur. No one person is like
another. No one person will think
like another.
An inconsiderate
roommate will do anything from
forgetting to give you your phone
message to criticizing everything
about you because She can't think of
an}'thing better to say to you.
Along with your roorr.mate, your
neighbors will play a part also.
These people wiJI either be your
friends or enemies. They wil be
your friends for the obvious reasons
and your enemies because of loud
music they continue to play at all
hours of the day and night
College can be fun. In any case, it
is an experience you11 never forget
Jupiter is the largest
planet and it has the shortest day. It completes a rotation in nine hours and
fifty-nine minutes
- · · • -•

Productivity Is The Key

One of the goals of American of the depletion of world energy ground work for how to achieve
institutions of higher education is to resources); thus sciences which, once personal influence.
prepare young men and women for confident of their ability to dispel
One of the best illustrations of an
leadership roles in their chosen darkness, can no longer provide individual who followed this
professions and in society-at-large. satisfactory explanations of the philosophy of selflessness, is Dr.
The primacy of this objective cannot phenomena they profess to elucidate Benjamin Elijah Mays, former
be over emphasized, since history (think of the apparent contradition in President of Morehouse College, a
will measure this nation's or each Physics over electrons being waves molder of men, distinguished
generation's success by the impact or particles or both); the seemingly theologian, mentor to Dr. Martin
its graduates have in their general admission that humanistic Luther King, and respected educator
professions
and
on
their study has nothing to contribute to an and leader. Yet, Dr. Mays is
communities. Yet, the charge is not understanding of the modem world, remembered most for his humility.
a simple one; it's not without its not to mention a profound sense of The anecdote offered by a young
inherent dangers and pitfalls, for economic insecurity among the minister who eulogized this great
example, one overlooked and general populace. In other words, scholar sums it up best
underestimated human characteristic, according to Lasch, we have a According to him, the members of
which can limit or impede the culture distrustful of collective the church knew Dr. Mays as
development
of
productive action and thus characterized by "Brother Bennie," who faithfully
leadership, is ego.
"competivive individualism," which attended church and participated in
Generally defined as the center of in its decadence has carried the logic Sunday School. Those who didn't
the conscious personality or the of individualism to the.dead end of a already know, never suspected that
consciousness of separateness.
narcissistic preoccupation with the "Brother Bennie" was a world
renowned theologian. Such was the
"Ego" is simply the "self." Some self.
character
of Dr. Mays.
derivations are, perhaps, more
Quite apart from being a new
illuminating. For example, whereas phonomenon, each age has had to
We are all better off that men such
"egocentric" means concern for one's deal with the perogatives of an as Benjamin Mays, Martin King,
For Mahatma Gandhi, and Jesus Christ
self, "egoism" refers to the ethical overly concern for self.
doctrine that individual self interest example, the Taoist, an ancient walked this earth. However, this
is the actual motive of all conscious Chinese religion movement, know tradition of unselfishness is not
action. Others such as "egomania" ~at preoccupation with self limited reserved for saints or near saints-for
and egotist clearly are not very personal influence and, among other its within the reach of each one of
flattering; for the most part, they things, considered it one of the us.
The challenges to this generation
carry negative connations.
greatest sins. This clearly suggested
are
formidable, especially to those
in
a
few
verses
of
a
poem
taken
from
Although no one wants to be
called an "egotist" or "egotistical", the Tao De Ching, one of the most who have been afforded the advantage
of education.
Indeed, it is the
we are living, according to sacred books in the Taoist religion.
present
generation
of college and
He who empties himself shall be
Christopher Lasch, in precisely this
university students who will assume
kind of society. In the preface to made full
He who is free from self display, critical positions of leadership in the
The Cluture of Narcissism, Lasch
future. This leadership must rise
makes
some
provocative therefore he shines
suggestions: Our selfishness, or
He who is free from self-praising, like the phoenix, out of the dust of
narc1ss1sm and its consequent
attention to self i.e. ego, he herefore he inspires
explains, starts with pessimism
He who is free from self- individualism, toward the majestic
heights of compassion, and
which is derived from our perception exhaltation, therefore he excels
of external factors which are beyond
These verses reveal clear and unselfishness, so that a more
our, or the individual's control. This unambiguous lessons with regard to humane society may develop.
is borne out for example, by the human interactions; they also lay the
bj' Ronald J. Sheehy
exaustion of natural resources (think
------------------------------------ages-<:onSt ituting a significant risk group. Heavy alWith so much focus today Americans-is dieting at any cohol consumption has been
on world hunger, its surpris- given time. Studies have shown to interfere with the
ing how many people in a nut- shown that "fad" diets are the body's ability to get adequate
ritionally "affiuent" country most nutritionally precarious folic acid, thiamin, riboflavin,
like the U.S. are "at risk" nut- because
they lack balance, niacin, vitamins B-6, B-12
.
ritionally. Smokers, dieters, vanety and/or micronutrient and C, magnesium and zinc.
meal skippers and heavy adequacy.
Severe alcoholism can foster
drinkers top the list of groups
anemia
and other blood abRecent surveys show that
whose lifestyles, habits or
normalities.
more and more Americans
physical condition interfere
are becoming cavalier about
with proper nutrition.
their eating habits: they're
An estimated 54,000 Amer- skipping breakfast and lunch Voter Cards Returned
icans
smoke
cigarettes. eating in fast-food establish~
From pg. I
Smoking has been shown to ments, and generally "grab- Pattison and Katy area residents can
reduce blood levels of vitamin bing a bite" when they can to now call toll-free at 391-5565.
C by up to 40% as compared accomodate hectic schedules.
The
County
Elections
with non-smokers.
Meal skipping can be nutrion- Administrator advises that under the
Dieters put themselves at ally risky because it reduces Election Laws of the State of Texas,
risk by restricting their caloric variety in the diet and encour- all voter registration certificates that
intake. On a diet of 1600 ages irregular eating were returned to his office because
calories or lower, it becomes habits-not the best way to the post office could not deliver
extremely difficult to get all insure proper nutrition.
them due to bad addresses or other
necessary nutrients from
In 1981, there were approx- reasons were cancelled and removed
food. An estimated 20% of the imately 90 million Americans from the list of registered voters on
population - forty million consuming alcoholic bever- August 16, 1986.

Some Lifestyles Threaten Good Nutrit"1on

Burning the midnight
oil may be necessary.
Burning the 2:00or 3:00
or 4:00 AM oil is absurd.
Especially when an HP calculator can get the
answers you want -in time to get a good night's
... sleep.
For instance, our HP-15C Professional Scientific Calculator
has more built-in advanced math and statistical power than any
other calculator. Our HP-41 Advanced Scientific Calculators have
even more potential.
PG12602

That's because there are better than 2500 software packages
available for the!TI-more than for any other calculator.
There's eve~; a special plug-in software package (we call it the
Advantage Module) that's designed to handle the specific problems
an engineering student has to solve in his, or her, course work.
No wonder professionals in engineering and the physical sciences
widely regard HP calculators as the best you can get.
So check one out. Then, when your mother calls to ask if you're
getting enough sleep, you won't have to lie.
By the way, if you want more information,just give us a call
at 800-FOR-HPPC. Ask for Dept.658C. FJ,.-=w HEWLETT
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